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Introduction
• Flushing, NY- 1737: first nursery to conduct 

international trade of ornamental species
• 82% of 235 woody species currently colonizing 

outside of cultivation were originally used in 
landscaping.

• New naturalizations are currently being observed 
i.e. Japanese tree lilac (Syringa reticulata) in 
Columbia and Saratoga counties, NY.

• 6 NYCRR Part 575 now prohibits the sale and 
distribution of 70 species and requires 6 species to 
carry informative tags at nurseries Purple loosestrife growing in a 

suburban garden
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Current trends and ecological implications
• Garden surveys in Burundi and England showed exotics comprise an average 

of 70-85% of total species in homeowner’s gardens. 
• Suburban gardens may provide a significant source of propagule pressure to 

neighboring natural areas.
• Popular garden plants now may be the escapes of the future.



Questions

1. Do suburban gardens harbor exotic 
invasive plant species?

2. Do suburban landscapes preferentially 
favor planting exotic species over 
natives?  What are the most popular?

3. Can socioeconomic factors such as 
property size, age, and mortgage rate 
help to predict garden diversity?

4. Is 6 NYCRR Part 575 effective at 
prohibiting the sale of invasive plants at 
nurseries?



Locations and 
Methods

• 104 gardens total 
(chosen at random)

-property sizes ranging 
from 0.1- 4.59 acres
-mortgages ranging from 
$120,000 – $1,056,440
-age of house ranging 
from 1-61 years 
-neighborhoods 
separated into two types

• Census of all planted and 
volunteered species within 
garden boundaries



Methods continued
• 10 local nurseries were surveyed for 

prohibited and regulated species
• Nurseries were surveyed to analyze 

cooperation with 6 NYCRR Part 575 
• Label on 6 regulated species must 

contain:
-Conspicuous display of label stating 
“Invasive Species: Harmful to the 
Environment” in size 14 font
-Care needed to prevent spread
-Suggestions on native alternatives



20 most planted species
DEC regulated/prohibited
Exotic
Native               * Has naturalized/escaped cultivation in NY
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Origin: where are most plants coming from?

Asia
USA
Eurasia
Europe
Unknown
Multiple
C. America
Africa
S. America

Asia 39.7%
USA 28.3%

Eurasia 15.1%

Europe 8.7%

Unknown 4.0%

Multiple 2.8%

C. America 1.0%

Africa 0.3%

S. America 0.1%

* *
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Naturalized (volunteered) exotics
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Species

• 20 out of 70 prohibited 
species were found 
growing in gardens. 

• All 6 regulated species 
were found.



Socioeconomic factors and garden diversity

• Weak correlation with expected predictor 
variables

• Property size helped to determine the total 
number of species per property, but was 
insignificant due the random presence of 
avid gardeners throughout Rochester area

• Age, size, and mortgage rate of properties 
did not help to determine the quality of 
species in gardens (native or exotic)



The future of nursery stock

• 70% of local nurseries surveyed were 
not in accordance with the proper 
labeling procedure for regulated 
invasive species.

• March 10th 2016: Japanese barberry 
officially prohibited, will nurseries 
dispose of stock despite economic 
losses?

• Some nurseries with substantial stock…
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Prohibited and Regulated 
Invasive Species

• Plant species currently listed as prohibited:   

• Plant species currently listed as regulated:

Norway maple with proper invasive label
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How can nurseries better 
promote natives?



Communication and 
Education!
• Ultimately nurseries and 

landscape companies 
are economically 
sensitive businesses that 
need not be demonized

• Educational resources 
do exist and should be 
promoted through these 
sources

• Public-private sector 
communication and 
outreach
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Questions?
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